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1i . 
BLOWING- AND FILLING THORN 

The present invention relates to a blowing- and ?ll 
ing-thorn for an apparatus for production of hollow bo 
dies, in particular bottles of thermoplastic synthetic 
material in a blowing process, and for ?lling these hol 
low bodies, with a blow tube axially displaceably 
mounted, and having at least one blow-air-channel and 
a ?lling tube coaxially displaceably mounted in the 
blow tube, and having a filling tube including a ?lling 
valve in front of the mouth of its ?lling channel, as well 
as at least one airing channel. 
During blowing and ?lling of hollow bodies of syn 

thetic material the blowing- and ?lling-thorn performs 
a plurality of functions, as blowing, ?lling, airing and 
suction of foam, for which purpose it has a plurality of 
channels with valves to be opened and closed at differ- 
ent time intervals. By this arrangement in particular the 
thorn for the production of narrow-necked bottles be 
comes complicated and expensive. Particularly, if the 
thorn is used for ?lling of fat-containing foods or liq 
uids, respectively, as by example milk in bottles of poly 
vinylchloride, additional measures must be taken 
against after-dripping of the ?lling liquid, as well as for 
a thorough rinsing of the hollow bodies prior to ?lling. 

It is one object of the present invention, to provide 
a blowing- and ?lling-thorn simple in its structure 
which thorn ful?lls all required functions without ob 
jection, even by use of polyvinylchloride as container 
material. 

It is another object of the present invention, to pro 
vide a blowing- and ?lling thorn, wherein the terminals 
of the blow air channel and of the airing channel are di 
ametrically disposed relative to each other with the ?ll 
ing tube inserted into the blowing tube about on a cir 
cular line comparatively narrowly surrounding the 
plate of the ?lling valve. The blowing tube is equipped 
with an annular de?ection edge, overreaching the 
mouth of the blow air-and airing-channels on the out 
side, and is bent at a distance thereto inwardly in the 
direction toward the ?lling tube up to its outer circular 
line, and has air passage openings. 
By this arrangement it is brought about, that all re 

quired functions are performed with three channel sys 
tems only. Furthermore a favorable arrangement of 
these three channels in the thorn in narrowest space 
has been found, with which during the blow- and ?lling 
procedures a reverse rinsing in the space of the hollow 
body is made passible and with which a drop disposed 
on the lower thorn can be blown off without an expen 
sive suction device controlled by valves directly after 
the ?lling process. The blow air is directed in advanta 
geous manner after the ?lling process so tight below the 
filling valve, that the collecting liquid dropsare blown 
off and do not influence during the following blow pro 
cess the container material. 
With these and other objects in view which will be— 

come apparent in the following detailed description, . 
' the present invention, which is shown by example only, 

will be clearly understood in connection with the ac— 
companying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is an axial section of the lower broken up end 

of a 'blowing- and ?lling-thorn, in accordance with a 
?rst embodiment shown by example in a closed blow 
form, with a partly moved-out ?lling tube; 
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FIG. 2 is a section similar to thatof FIG. 4 with a 
moved-in ?lling tube after the ?lling process; 
FIG. 3 is a section along the lines A—-B of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a section along the lines C—-D of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 5 is a cross section of FIG. 2 of a blowing- and 
?lling-thorn in accordance with a second embodiment. 

Referring now to the drawings and in particular to 
FIG. 1, a divided blow form 10 for a blow- and ?lling 
machine is shown in closed position‘. On its wall sur 
rounding the upper opening, sits a blow- and ?lling 
thorn 11, shown fragmentary with an adjoint conical 
piece, which clamps tightly the end section of a hose 
like extruded form blown up to a hollow body 12 and 
still being in its plasticizing heat. The blow- and .?ll 
thorn is in known manner mounted axially displaceable 
in the vertical center plane of the blow-head of the 
blow- and ?lling-machine. 

In the ?rst embodiment in accordance with FIGS. 
1-4, the blow- and ?lling~thorn contains a relatively 
thick walled, blow tube 13 with its already mentioned 
conical adjoint piece annularly surrounding within the 
range of the mouth on the outside for mounting the 
thorn to an adjusted face of the blow form-opening. 
Along through the blow-tube six channels 15 and 16 
extend through their wall, which are disposed, as shown 
by the cross-section in FIG. 3, adjacent each other on 
a circular line in diametrically arranged groups of three 
channels each. On the mouth side the’ channels termi~ 
nate open, while they are connected on the opposite 
side in the blow-head in groups with feeding and re 
moving systems for the blow-air and for the airing (not 
shown) and valve-controlled. As it is indicated in FIGS. 
1 and 2 by arrows, the channels 15 of one group are 
connected with the feed line for the blow-air and the 
channels 16 of the second group disposed diametrically 
to the ?rst group are connected to the feed off portion 
for airing of the hollow body. 
Below the conical connection 14, the blow-tube is 

equipped with a de?ection edge 17 which is annular 
shown in FIG. 4 in cross-section, overreaching the 
mouth of the blow-air and airing~channels on the out 
side and bent over inwardly to the channel mouth at a 
distance to this channel mouth. The annular gap 
formed between the mouth edge and the de?ection 
edge is made by two separation stays 18 disposed dia~ 
metrically to each other to two annular gap-halves l9 
and 20. The one annular gap-half 19 is disposed below 
the ?rst group of the channels 15 and the second annu 
lar gap-half 20 is arranged below the second group of 
the channels 16. In the side wall of the de?ection edge 
17 are provided a plurality of air passage openings 21 
disposed on a circular line. Theinner diameter of the 
bent over edge part corresponds to the inner diameter 
of guide and bearing sections 22, which are arranged in 
the blow-tube on the inside within the range of the 
mouth and of the blow-head (not shown) for mounting 
and guiding of a ?lling tube 23. 
The ?lling'tube 23 is mounted coaxially and displace- ' , 

ably in the longitudinal direction. It is capable of travel— 
ling out up to the bottom of the blow form 10 out of the 
blow. tube and has in front of this side of the mouth 
opening a plate 24 of a ?lling valve, the shaft 25 of 
which extends within the ?lling tube up to a control de 
vice (not shown) in the blow head. ' 4 
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The operation of the blow- and ?lling-them is as fol 
lows. 

After insertion of a hose-like form or briquet into the 
blow form 10 and its closing, the blow- and ?lling-thorn 
sits with its conical adjoint piece 14 on the opening 
edge of the form. Thereafter the form with its lower 
edge section between the bottom closing edges of the 
blow form and with its upper edge section between the 
head-sided opening edge of the blow form- and the 
blow-tube extension is set. The ?lling tube 23 is thereby 
in the position travelled into the blow-tube 13, as it is 
shown in FIG. 2. The blow-air required for the blowing 
up of the form through the ?rst group of the channels 
15 and the completely opened de?ection edge 17 by 
means of airing channels 16 closed by valves (not 
shown) into the hollow space of the form and forms the 
latter with sufficient pressure, build-up to a hollow 
body. ‘ 

Thereafter the ?ll-tube 23 moves out of the blow 
tube, whereby the large opening, disposed in the inner 
circle of the annular de?ection edge 17 is closed by the 
?lling-thorn. During this procedure takes place a thor 
ough rinsing of the hollow body, since further blow-air 
is pressed from the channels 15 through air passage 
openings 21 on this side of the de?ection edge 17 into 
the hollow body and is fed off jointly with gas remain 
ders from the heated material of the hollow body 
through the oppositely disposed air passage openings of 
the de?ection edge and the now completely opened air 
ing channels 16. Simultaneously the wall of the hollow 
body cools up sufficiently so that any further gas devel 
opment is avoided. If necessary, the described reverse 
rinsing can be continued during the following ?lling 
process. 
After the ?lling process, in which the ?lling tube 23 

closely below the liquid level is moved upwardly with 
the latter and is moved completely again into the blow 
tube, as shown in FIG. 2, the plate 24 of the ?lling 
valve, which is closed again, renders free the space dis 
posed within the de?ection edge 17 between the mouth 
of the diametrically disposed blow-air channels 15 and 
airing channels 16 for a direct air passage. The blow-air 
guidedby means of the de?ection edge 17 below the 
valve plate 24 blows off liquid drops collecting at the 
form end. 
For the ?lling of strongly foaming liquids a hose 26 

of a suction device (not shown) and provided in the 
blow head is connected with the airing channels 16, 
which suction device sucks up by means of one or more 
of the channels 16 the foam as well as, under circum 
stances, the drops collecting at the thorn into a collect 
ing container. For the complete suction of the foam the 
liquid level of the completely ?lled hollow body is ar 
ranged below the channel mouth, thus about at the 
height of the thorn-lower-edge. The blowing or suction 
of the liquid drops takes place directly after the lifting 
of the thorn from the blow form. 

ln FIG. 5 the cross~section of the blow- and ?lling 
thorn is shown in accordance with the second embodi 
ment. Thus merely the blow~tube 27 distinguishes from 
the blow-tube 13 of the ?rst embodiment in its struc 
ture. The blow-tube 27 is produced of two tubes 28 and 
29 disposed concentrically within each other. Their 
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walls are kept spaced apart of each other by means of 65 
a uniform distance forming an annular gap and are con 
nected in two sections diametrically disposed from 
each other by two separation walls 30 disposed passing 

4 
through in longitudinal direction. Thereby an annular 
gap formed between the tubes is divided into two chan 
nels 31 and 32 disposed diametrically opposite each 
other, which corresponds with the channel-groups l5 
and 16 of the ?rst embodiment. With the exception of 
this simpli?ed structure of the blow-tube, the thorn is 
identical with that of the ?rst embodiment and is fur 
ther substantially equal in its operation. 

In both embodiments the blow-tube 13 or 27, respec 
tively, has within the range of the mouth sitting on the 
blow-thorn 10 the already mentioned conical adjoint 
piece 14 extending annularly on the outside, with 
which adjoint piece 14 the blow-tube comes into rigid 
contact with the hot form and thereby is exposed to a 
strong heating. The cooling of the blow-tube takes 
place at least partly by the air streaming in its channels 
15 and 16 or 31 and 32, respectively. Beyond that, 
within the range of the conical adjoint piece 14 on the 
inner side of the blow-tube, a likewise annular guide 
and bearing-section 22 is arranged for the moving-in 
and moving-out ?lling-tube 23. The face contact causes 
feeding away of the heat onto the ?lling-tube and the 
mostly cold ?lling liquid. By this arrangement a strong 
heating of the blow~tube and thereby an undesirable 
expansion of its mouth part is avoided, which leads to 
an extensive maintenance of the wall thickness in the 
head of the hollow body. _ 
While I have disclosed several embodiments of the 

present invention, it is to be understood that these em 
bodiments are given by example only and not in a limit 
ing sense. 

I claim: 
1. A blowing- and ?lling-thorn for production of hol 

low bodies, in particular bottles, of thermoplastic syn 
thetic material in a blowing process and for ?lling this 
hollow body, comprising 
a blowing tube mounted axially displaceable and hav 

ing at least one blowing air channel, 
a ?lling tube coaxially slidably mounted in said blow 

ing tube, and having a ?lling valve in front of the 
mouth of its ?lling channel, 

at least one airing channel, 
the mouth of said blowing air channel and of said air 

ing channel, in case said ?lling tube is moved into 
said blowing tube, being disposed diametrically op 
posite each other on a circular line comparatively 
narrowly surrounding a plate of a ?lling valve, 

said blowing tube is equipped with an annular de?ec 
tion edge, overreaching the mouth of said blow air 
and airing-channels on the outside, and bent at a 
distance thereto inwardly in the direction toward 
said ?lling tube up to its outer circular line, and 
having air passage openings. 

2. The blowing- and ?lling thorn, as set forth in claim 
1, wherein 
said blowing tube comprises two tubes, disposed con 

centrically and with an annular gap de?ning chan 
nels in each other, and connected together by 
means of separation walls diametrically disposed 
relative to each other, and 

the lower edge section of the outer of said tubes is 
formed to said de?ection edge. 

3. The blowing- and ?lling-them, as set forth in claim 
2, wherein - 

said airing channel is connected with a suction device 
having a suction hose and the latter is attached to 
said airing channel. 
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‘_ 4. The blowing- and ?lling-thorn, asset forth in claim said blow tube having on its inner side within the 
3’ wh‘ch Includes ' range of said adjoint piece a likewise annular 
ablow tube, . ; . v . t. . ' 

a conical adjoint piece extending annularly and gu1de~ and bearing-section for said llling tube. 
mounted on the outside of said blow tube, 5 * * * * * 
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